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William!
William…{huff}...
wait...wait for me!

{huff}

Sorry John,
let me help

you with
that.

How very kind
of you William.

Please, don’t exert
yourself whatever

you do.

C’mon John, don’t
quit on me now,

we just arrived!
There’s so much

to explore...

Need I remind
you, young man,

that you are here
for study and
study alone?
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Besides, I
imagine you

won’t get very
far without
youR coin

purse.

How
did

you-?

The priesthood didn’t
teach me EVERYTHiNG
I know. I did have a

life before Holy
Orders. Now help me
with this damn trunk

and I might teach
you a thing or

two.

Come.
Let’s find

our lodgings
before

nightfall.





Also, we must do
something about

that old-fashioned
accent of

yours. 

Oi!

Sir Bathe, thank you
once more for your
hospitality but I do
believe it’s getting
rather late and the
journey has been

tiresome.

Of course.
Do you require
an escort to
your rooms?

No need.
We know
the way.

Very well.
But do return

and speak with me
a spell after you

show the lad to his
quarters. There is
still much I would

like to discuss
with you. Yes

Sir.

We’ll
commence
elocution
lessons

tomorrow
as well.

it’s quaint
but hardly

the correct
way to speak

English. 

I believe
we might

retire for
the night.

You should
have let me have

words with Greaves!
What does Bathe want
to talk to you about

anyway?
Do you

still have
that flower

he gave
you?

Yes?

Give it
here.

 The flower
is here in my
right hand.

agree?

Of
course. I
just saw

you…

Wrong!
it’s behind
your ear.

How did
you do
that?

A technique
called palming 
and a process 

called
misdirection.

Goodnight,
William.

The same
process in which

I took your coin purse
earlier. Now, shut

up, don’t cause any fights
and keep your head in

your books and I might
teach it to you.
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What is
going on?

... it’s true. Certain plants contain
natural remedies which can help

accelerate the natural human
healing process. How

goes the
lessons?

I’d say I’m
showing great

promise.

That’s my
coin purse
you little

thief.

That’s
not what
I meant.

I won’t stand for
this insolence! No
more class for

today.

When I taught
you that trick,
it was not to

torment Greaves
with it.

But it’s so
much fun. My schedule

appears to have suddenly
cleared upcare to join

me in town this
evening?

Not
tonight. I’ve

a meeting with
Sir Bathe.

A combination
of these plants and

herbs could also reap
additional benefits such
as introducing a higher
resilience to disease

and infection. 

This work,
however, is frowned

upon by leading government
and Church authorities as

“witchcraft” and not supported
for the advancement in

medicine it should only be
recognised as--
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Again?
Should I
join you?

No. it is a
minor matter. Go

to town and enjoy
yourself- we will
convince Greaves
to return to your

lessons in the
morning.

Empty?

A concealed
passage.



Empty?

A concealed
passage.



And
what do
we have
here?

William!

What are
you doing here

William?
I could
ask you
the same
question.

We
should
tell the

boy.

I’m
not a boy
anymore
damnit!

No. I
suppose
you’re
not.

Sir
Bathe,
please

no.

We’ll
inform William

about the matters
at hand. We owe

him that at
least.

William, I
believe now is

the time to begin
your political

education.
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One of
Charles’s first
acts as king was
to declare war

on Spain. 

“He actively encouraged the
Attorney General to falsify
a judgement handed down in
a challenge of the legality
of his forced loans.

“initially successful in raising funds,
the well ran dry once more for
Charles and the severity of his actions
soon became uncovered by some.

“As such, the operation we have here
is part of a much wider spy network
intent on the destruction of the King’s
corruption. 

“That is
until now…”

Foreign
wars, however,

are expensive and
Parliament did not

wish to fund it. 

Charles, king by
self professed

divine right sought
to bypass parliament

and attempted to
raise the necessary

funds by way of
forced loans.

“Protestants and Catholics alike now
perceive Charles as an unworthy King
and many believe a popular revolt is
coming

“We record the information as
we discover it and relay it to
the people through pamphlets
which we produce here. Our
agents go undetected.

Honestly.
Not what I was

expecting.

And now
that you know,
it’s vital to the
success of our
operation that

you keep it
secret.

Of course.
As long as
I get to

participate.

Absolutely
not. This is not

why your father
sent you here.

 I can perceive no
greater way of

achieving that goal
than by assisting in
the overthrowing of
a corrupt monarch.

Besides, I have
leverage

here.

You
wouldn’t

dare!

 if there’s one
thing we’re all certain of
is that there’s nothing we
can do to change William’s

mind once it’s set.

But know this.
To accept this mission
is to surrender your

identity. 

You mean,
if I’m caught
then no one is
coming to my

rescue.

Are you so sure? I
believe I was sent

here to help influence
and forge better laws

for a better
future.

Enough! All members of
our network contain
complete anonymity,
therefore if one is

captured no one else
is compromised.
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I’m
ready.

“Then go. Be
among the
shadows of
the night.”

“Be like a whisper in the
breeze leaving no trace
save only the truth for
the people.”

“And may God
be on your side.”

Well, well,
well. What
do we have

here?

it seems
not to be
your night
my friend.

We’ve
been chasing a
description of

someone like you
posting pamphlets

like this all
around town.

Wow,
that’s

amazing!

What?

You don’t
look like
someone
who can

read.

Why you
little sh-!

Rather
treasonous

pamphlets
at that.
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Rise and shine
sweetheart!

Just so you know,
you’re not the first
one we’ve caught. 

No one.
it was
all me.

Of course.
They all say the
same. A shame--

so young.

But you are by
sure the youngest.
Which is a shame,
‘cause treason

means an instant 
hanging. 

Now
there may be

some leverage
for you if you
share who it is
you’re working

with.
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“You mean, if I’m
caught then no
one is coming to

my rescue.”










